Abstract -This paper explores the relationship between thermodynamics and two other types of investigation. Structure determinations by neutron diffraction and computer simulation give a clear picture of first-shell solvation for a number of cations in water.
INTRODUCTION
Our basic thermodynamic process is the transfer of a solute between standard states in two different solvents; it will be accompanied by changes in the free energy,&G enthalpy, Aty , and entropy, AtS , of the system, which reflect differences in the solvation of the solute in the two solvents (ref. I).
Most of our solutes will be electrolytes. Most of the transfers will involve binary aqueous mixtures. We shall first show how recent structural studies (refs 2 & 3) help us to understand steric influences on the free energies of transfer, AtG , of some simple electrolytes from water to mixed aqueous solvents.
We shall then discuss briefly a simple theoretical model (ref. 4 ) for the enthalpy of transfer, AtH*, in binary solvent systems. Finally, we shall consider viscous flow (ref. 5). This process played a crucial part in the development of the established models (refs. 6 & 7) for ions in solution. It can be treated quasi-thermodynamically, by Transition-State theory (ref. 8).
Our transfer quantities now involve something we call the transitionstate solvent. This access to an unusual type of solvent helps us to a clearer understanding of the solvation process. 
STRUCTURES A N D MODELS FOR IONS IN SOLUTION
A very significant recent development has been the use of neutron diffraction with isotopic substitution by Enderby and others (ref. 9) to determine the geometries of ion-solvent complex s in aqueous solution unambiguously. and C a 2 ' , in this way. suitable isotopes do not exist. Whilst a laboratory-based X-ray method linked to the neutron technique is being developed for such cases (ref. 10) we can turn meanwhile to computer simulation of the solution (ref. 3 ) .
Using comparatively simple intermolecular potentials, Molecular Dynamics, for example, reproduces geometries known experimentally and s o gives reliable answers if none are experimentally available.
Some of this information is in Table 1 ; it relates to the lowest salt concentration for which data are available.
There is a very clear picture for L i ' (ref. 12) which is co-ordinated by the oxygen atoms of six water molecules. the distances between adjacent oxygen atoms in the complexes are about twice the + Sometimes, as with Na+ and F , the method cannot be used because They cgn tackle many common ions, like Li Co-ordination numbers (E) are taken to the nearest integer.
We also focus on Ca2+ (ref. 13) for which ~= 1 0 . In both cases,
